(Big Physics Cup)
(Big Physics Cup@NCKU)
Physics Camp
(Orientation)
(Day of Uniform)
(All students in a picture in the day of uniform)
(Soccer Huan-Cheh Cup)
In the night of physics, each grade will prepare own performance, without formal restriction but mainly small skits. Different grade has much different style. And we can know the feature of each grade. Some is local, some is bizarre, some is humor, and some is immature, but all are terrific. There are also other kinds of performances besides skits, such as band and dancing.
<Minor graduation Ceremony>

Every department will hold their own graduation ceremony every year, called minor graduation ceremony, without exception for physics. The graduate students themselves arrange it. That is, they can design what they like and what they want for the ceremony. No matter for which grade, it will be a unforgettable event. In the last, they will take picture with teachers and all schoolmates, as the most precious farewell.

(Picture with junior schoolmates)
(Taking picture together in minor graduation ceremony)